MVS SMART

All our smoke &
haze machines are
manufactured in
the UK

Le Maitre's powerful
and versatile hazer
featuring Internet of
Things technology

Retaining all the core features of Le Maitre's highly
popular MVS hazer, the MVS SMART includes smart
control and monitoring features, allowing the user
to set up and control the hazer via their mobile
phone or tablet.
Geared towards small to large sized venues, the
MVS SMART is powerful and versatile. Two variable
speed high power fans can be used to control the
projection and direction of the haze stream (0-90
degrees). The MVS SMART also incorporates a
unique oscillating mode with automated back and
forth sweeping of the projected haze.
Variable haze density, onboard DMX, and the ability
to position the unit at any angle combine to form
the most complete feature set of the Le Maitre hazer
line.
The MVS SMART uses Le Maitre's sugar-based
PureHaze fluid which produces fantastic fine, pure
and consistent haze that is completely safe to use
on stages.
Visit our website for further information, photos and videos

www.lemaitreltd.com

FEATURES
Dual high power variable speed fans
Sweeping haze projection
Low fluid consumption: 3cc/hr - 80cc/hr (800hrs/2.5L to
30hrs/2.5L bottle)
Average fluid consumption 65hrs/2.5L
Onboard DMX 512 support
sACN support (coming soon)
Wifi/Ethernet connectivity for setup, control, monitoring and
diagnostics
Fluid level sensing (optional)
Can operate in any position
Includes a rugged, storable multi-function mounting bracket
Low power consumption
Automatic self-cleaning upon power-up
Warranty - 24 months*
Made in the UK
* Use of fluids other than Le Maitre will invalidate the warranty

SPECIFICATION
SIZE (mm): 340 x 160 x 340
POWER: 230V, 50/60Hz, 350W, 1.5A
WEIGHT: 12Kg
FLUID: PureHaze
ACCESSORIES: Bottle Carrier; Carrying Cases (with/without
bottle carrier)
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